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PREFACE
The contemporary domination of scientific methods 

by Positivism has given rise to a controversy in soc
iological circles. The modern world not only gives pre
cedence to what is scientific, but often excludes the 
possibility of attaining knowledge by any other means.
As a reaction against this many have resorted to the 
other extreme, and denied the validity of scientific 
inquiry. Such is the case in the science of sociology.

It is the purpose of this paper to point out the 
necessity of recognizing both scientific data, and supra- 
scientific postulates in sociology. It endeavors to make 
the distinction between the various levels of this science, 
as regards the utilization of each of the aforementioned.
In doing this it will formulate the neucleus of a science, 
which by utilizing a proper proportion of principle, and 
empirical data on each of the levels of the science, will 
formulate the most perfect form of sociology.



I. WA« 18 SOCIOLOGY?

A. Comte.

almost slnoe aogaste Comte first used the words, "physique soclole", 

which he later changed to "Sooiologle", the science to which he predi

cated the names has been changing. However, Its evolution has been 

somewhat different from that of other sciences, which are augnented by 

new knowledge, additional discoveries, and postulates, but always remain 

unchanged In their method scope, and essential definition, on the con

trary, this science has been diverted to various methods, its scope 

widened by some, narrowed by others, and its essential definition agreed 

upon only to a small extent. Indeed the variations In this science have 

been of a wider nature, and more drastic character than those realized 

by any other science.

Comte defined his sociology as that, "contemporary part of natural
/

philosophy which relates to the positive study of the totality of funda

mental laws proper to social phenomena."^ This definition which, while 

considering the positivistic tendencies of his philosophy, must be looked 

on as comparatively abstract and philosophical in nature. However he did 

In no way Intend this science to be a form of social philosophy. On the 

contrary, "he proposed a new science which should study society by a

lAuguste Comte, "Cours de Philosophe Aosltivej" Basoheller, Paris, France 
(Quoted In "Method and Scope of Sociology", Furfey, page 23.)
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positivistic, that is, truely scientific method.”2

B. Lvolutioji o£ J^e Sglejtae.

During the second half of the 19th century arose a gallery of new 

authors, who wrote enthusiastically on Comte's recently conceived science. 

It was this particular group which gave the science solidarity, and aca

demic acceptability, Suoh men as Spencer, Durkelm, Giddings, Small,

Le Play, and others dominated the sociological thought for many decades.

In general constituents they remained faithful to Comte’s methods and 

Interpretation, but a noticable lack of emphasis on empirical research 

can be detected in their writings.

The revolt against the positivism of Comte, which was Inevitable, 

oame In the form of a questioning as to whether the methods of the physi

cal sciences were in their positivistic and particular character applicable 

to suoh a dynamlo study as man In society, And, many authors added. If we 

are to assume absolutely no postulates which are not scientifically proven, 

that Is according to Comte, why Is It that his writings are permeated with 

just suoh postulates? It was a fellow-countryman, tfllhem Dll they, around 

whose writings the revolt crystallzed. It was he who pointed out that men

tal or moral sciences, by their very nature differ from the physical or 

natural sciences, both as regards content, scope, and method. It was his 

writings whloh shook the sociological world from an almost hypnotical 

respect for the Comtan concept of sociology and began the flood of new 

literature whloh poured Into the field. Awakened to the need of reform 

In the solenoe, scores of new authors, led by such men as Apann, Sorokin,

2Paul Purfey, "Nethod and Scope of Sociology", Harper Bros,, New York 
page 23.



and Vlerkant expounded extensively as regards the method and scope of 

sociology, each leaning farther away from the positivistic tendencies of 

Comte* the general thesis being that since sociology deals with a spe

cial and unique subject matter* It should not be limited by the rules 

dlotated to other sciences dealing with an entirely different subject

matter.

0. Sociology. JftAW*

The aforementioned authors had little influence on sociology in 

America. It never vered from its positivistic path. The sociologists 

In this oountry did not waver from their empirical strongholds* thus 

living up to their reputation as having an abnormal* "feai of theories, 

resultant from a sort of methodological asceticism."1 Par from turning 

from emplrloism* American sociologists developed a degree of empirical 

research never before realised by the science. Since that time, they 

have compiled such an amount of empirical data, resulting from extended 

investigation* that they have had to divide and even sub-dlvlde headings* 

and allooate each new division Its portion of the data. These divisions 

work on the alloted data* and become specialized to suoh an extent that 

they form an almost Independent science apart from sociology. Suoh di

visions have taken such headings as Criminology* Industrial Sociology* 

Minority Group Problems, and many others. Indeed the most valuable con

tribution of American sociologists to the solence has been Its tremen

dous research data* and beyond that, the rules to be followed In such 

research were also formulated* and found to be of great value to

1Karl Mannheim* review of 31oe*s Methods In Social Solence MAM. J. 
Soolol. (19C'2) pages 273-282* quotation Is on page 277.
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sociologists the world over. This Is undoubtedly one of the reasons why 

so many of oar sociologists tend to make sociology a purely empirical 

science, to the exclusion of abstractions. They have been exposed to 

the data almost unceasingly, and are In a position to see the fine re

sults such scientific research can bring about. Many are blinded to the 

other phases of the science, and the other sources of knowledge.

This very brief restaae of the history of sociology, noting espec

ially the transitional periods, has left us with sociology as it exists 

In America today, a domlnately empirical entity, and presents us with 

the problem we shall treat herein.

D. Iflflaepqe of fefeULv.l.afl.*

Rjsltivlsm will admit no existence but the tangible. It Invari

ably reverts to the testimony of the scientist Insisting that If some- 

thing Is not able to be analysed by the laboratory method, then it Is 

not a reality. In some cases he may be pragmatic, but few of this nature 

exist In the science of sociology. This Is true because in following 

their strictly positivistic scheme of things, they must formulate no 

abstract conclusions, such as those whloh would take the form of value 

judgements, Since they posit no conclusions of this nature, they hardly 

have the necessity or opportunity to apply the criterion of utility to 

their programs.

It Is necessary here for us to make the distinction between scien

tific and positivistic. One may be scientific, and not be a positivist, 

The distinction Is most Important, however many times positivistic la 

used In the meaning of scientific, due to the modern connotation given 

the two terms. Many sociologists follow the scientific method In
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sociology, yet their social philosophy Is very different from that of a 

positivist, A positivist will not admit the exist eno*? of any thing that 

Is not apprehended by the senses, per se. Hence, In his sociological 

method, he excludes all supra empirical postulates, and value judgements, 

because he does not believe they exist. However, a sociologist who 

follows the scientific method, might believe such postulates exist, and 

still think applying the scientific method strictly. Is the most efface** 

olous form of sociology. He Is scientific In his sociology, but not a 

positivist. The two are not synonomous.

Prom the above we have seen that both theories are applied to the 

solence of sociology, Which Is the most effacaclous method? This Is 

basically the problem which will be treated In this paper, We shall see 

that the problem whloh confronts the sociologists today Is not one of 

proving or disproving theories as regards social programs but rather of 

finding a med 1 us, as It were, In which the two extremes to which the 

nature of sociology la stretched are combined, each in Its proper pro** 

portion, //
The two extremes take the form of what Is on the one hand a social

philosophy, and on the other the solence which refuses to admit the 

presence of any value judgements or abstractions, Bach system has Its 

valid aspeots, and objectively each Is a true solence In Its own parti

cular phase of knowledge, but to say that sociology must be completely 

the one or the other Is an assumption, and cannot be accepted. The 

truth of the above position will be pointed out at length In this paper, 

whloh goes byond the mere rejection or affirmation of a theory to point 

out what degree each source of sociological data should be employed on
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the different levels of sociology. It will conclude with a program which 

will be the most perfect fora of sociology, both from the practical, and 

academic viewpoint.

f



II. A HJfflSU 3CDKHTIFI0 SOCIOLOGY

A. Jaslo BeflflUlqflp.

It 1b wall at this point to make some distinctions as regards the 

usage of certain terms. To assume a mutual agreement on their usage, 

with no qualification, would lead to misinterpretation. Mb will fre

quently refer to the "science of sociology". In doing so we Intend ab

solutely no empirical connotation, that Is, the positIvistlo meaning.

In fact. It will be pointed out at length that science, and abstraction 

or philosophy can be oo-termlnous and complementary rather than exclu

sive. However, when we refer to, "scientific method", "scientific data", 

eto., It will carry the oonotatlon that modern usage has given It, that 

1b, the tangible degree of knowledge. The same connotation Is attached 

to the work, "empirical", when predicated of the same and similar words. 

As regards the levels of the sclenoe of sociology, for laok of better 

terms by which we aan describe the various stages of abstraction, we 

shall divide It Into the following three headings; Introductory level, 

which Is self explanatory; Graduate work, which shall refer to that 

phase wherein sociologists devote effort to the construction of positive 

programs to be applied to some particular soolal maladjustment: and the 

Hesearoh or Post graduate level, whloh refers to those sociologists who 

are not Interested so much In the formation of programs, but rather In 

the compilation of statistics, and other research material, which are
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however, often times indicative of the type and extent of the program

needed.

B, 12. xSlance ?

A great deal of this paper is devoted to what might he mlsnomered 

an attack against science, or at least an attempt to belittle its in

trinsic value. Thia is not the case. as will he pointed oat in the 

section dealing with the validity and utility of empirical data In 

sociology. It is not only recognized, hat noted as absolutely necess

ary for attaining the end of most sociological endeavors. What Is 

considered an attack Is merely the attempt to give the data their cor

rect retrospect as regards the science of sociology,

Today any attempt to resolve into the nature and purpose of a thing 

by sociological methods is branded as irrelevant, by the positivists.

This 1© not to be acoepted according to the definition to which we shall 

adhere. For the ancients the appreciation for the high position which 

was filled by the experimental sciences of a positive nature, attracted 

their attention to the resultant higher position held by the more ab

stract sciences. Unlike the modern, it was an appreciation of the 

eminent dignity of Metaphysics which led them to a perception of the re

lationship it held with the other sciences, and consequently placed it 

on a higher level. Abstraction became the criterion for perfection in 

the order of knowledge, and the more particular and concrete solences 

means or tools to be used by the others.

"Science is a form of knowledge perfect In its mode; more precisely, 

a form of knowledge where, constrained by evidence the mind assigns to

things by their reasons of being, the mind being only satisfied when It
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has attained not only to a thing, to a given datum, but when It grounds 

this datum in being and intelligibility."^ As is evident, this does not 

justify the position of the positivist, and following this definition, 

we are not able to deny the validity of including in science of sociol

ogy, a certain degree of abstraction, in the form of basic principles, 

in order to enable this science to delve into the causal and essential

elements of its subject matter. This is, however, not to be done to the 

extent of taking it out of the real realm of "what is", and placing it 

in the abstraot realm of "what ought to be", for this is a separate 

soience under the heading of social philosophy. What we seek is the 

scholastic-like middle road between the two extremes. Because this

utilizes the most applicable of each, in the proper degree, it is the 

most perfect form of sociology. We contradict the positivist io defini

tion and brand it as inadequate, and poorly based as a substlture for 

the definition proposed herein. le are then able to say that sociology 

as we propose it, is even more worthy of the name of science than is the 

empirical notion of sociology, our definition of science thus enables 

08 to rightfully use the means to its end, that is, the essential compos

ition of its subject matter. In this case our tools are definitions and 

basic concepts, (both of which include abstractions,) principles of the 

metaphysical order and of course t$he dictates of right reason which we 

oall the Natural Law. The inclusion of principles in sociology does not 

deem it unworthy of the name of soience, but on the contrary, it perfects 

it, and gives it a higher place among the sciences by augmenting its

Jacques Marltaln, "The Degrees of Knowledge”, Charles Scribners* 
New York, page 29.
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ability to attain its end. ife have predicated the term science to 

sociology* and still deny it Is an absolutely empirical entity. This Is 
not a contradiction* since to defined ehat to meant by the term science* 

and mentioned the connotation given It by modern usage. Positivism Is 

not In the least a necessary constituent of a body of knowledge called a 

science as our definition pointed out. For Aristotle and the ancients*

a science was a means to abstraction. Each science became more and more

perfect as it was able to reach farther Into the nature of the particular 

subject. This Is an almost mystic concept when compared to the modern 

idea of the terms an entity only as abstract as a test tube or a micro

scope. The Image of a stoical scientist working over wlerd Instruments 

and boiling substances as the only hope of the world Is not at all the 

oonnotatlon the term soienoe should oarry. In fact* "genuine science* 

the only soienoe that to may know* conforms in no way and In none of Its 

forms to the positivistic scheme of things.

o. ftaUqre si sgjffiBUfto Ret.hPd.

Since positivists will admit no abstractions as realities they im- 

pllcltely say that there are no ultlmatesi no principles. Following 

this theory the sociology which would result Is one composed of emplrl- 

oal data presented from a strictly objective viewpoint. The only 

conclusions are pseudo-principles which are the result of statistical 

analysis* and the Inferences which their computation and comparison 

reveal. An Irish author writes* "Nowhere has the science of vital stat

istics reached greater precision than In ^imerioa. But as &• S. Iyad

1 Smile Steyarsoa, "DeU explication dans les sciences"* Paris* Prance 
(quoted from "Degrees of Knowledge" by Jaoque Maritaln* page 27)
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has warned, an accumulation of social data does not automatically solve 

the problems of class war, social justice, dying cultures, or distribu

tion, But when the sociologists think they have all the answers to every 

human problem, and insist on putting their scientific methods Into effect, 

a Servile State begins to take shape. And in that state many things will 

be pruned away to make for an all over stream-lined efficiency, as for 

instance, such things as human liberty and the love of God."* Many are 

of the opinion that If sociology Is to merit the name of science, then It 

must adhere strictly to expounding purely objective notions computed from 

scientific methods, even to the complete exclusion of value judgements, 

and principles. Speaking of the sociologists of America, Dr. Paul Furfey 

says, "they tend to define sociology as a purely empirical science..... 

Since the science Is purely empirical it must exclude all value judge

ments as Irrelevant,*2

By the very fact that these men should make such statements, they 

betray the very system they advocate. This is true because we are to 

accept as true a statement whloh Is In no way scientific, objective, or 

empirically proven. If the author of a text In sociology were to pro

ceed along the line that he was to include only scientific material, 

whloh Is the proper subject of the soience, as Is often done, he would 

In that many words expound to the student his particular philosophy as 

regards the soience of sociology, and how it is to be taught. His phil

osophy has no scientific proof attached, and he becomes a social

^Sister Mary Llguoris review of "Is Sociology a Science?" by Brophy
Liam, Am. Oath. Soclol. dev. June 1951, page 197.

^"Method and Scope of Sociology", Harper Bros., Hew York.
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philosopher In an attempt to Ins let on the scientific method. He con

tradicts himself, both In his statement, and In the Implication that such 

a science can be taught. We will point ont that sociology of positivis

tic nature, with Its demand for absolute objectivity Is a practical 

Impossibility In the field of education, which Is of prime concern In 

sociological circles today.

Although authors and professors try to maintain an appearanae of 

objectivity by employing qualified statements, they must of necessity.

In an effort to maintain complete objectivity, present theories and 

views which are opposed to those which they personally hold as true.

They must do this and give each of them the same emphasis, and apparent

ly the same capability of being held as valid. This Is a practical 

Impossibility. The texts whloh they write are said to be neutral. In 

one sense they are, for they do Lnolude the more prevalent theories, re

gardless of their implications, but carrying an empirical science of 

this sort to Its logical conclusion, It must not be neutral In only one 

sense, but completely so. All subjectivity Is to be avoided, and this 

oannot be done. These texts which they claim are neutral toward ell 

views or philosophies, are only as neutral as was Ireland during the 

last World War. As the Irish were neutral against the Germans, so will 

their books, and lectures be neutral for, or neutral against some parti

cular theory or philosophy, "one may wonder, however, whether Empirical
♦

Investigators have successfully eliminated certain more subtle forms of 

subjectivism. The definition of research terminology, may reveal Impli

cit* postulates or unconscious biases.”!

!lbld«, pags 36.
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Text hooks and lectures need not openly profess a theory or phil

osophy to the exclusion of their contradictories In order to he 

subjective. Most texts, especially In sociology realise even a greater 

acceptance hy students If they present a particular thesis, along with 

Its contradictories, with arguments for both. However these arguments 

may he so arranged as to persuade the student that one or the other Is 

to he chosen, and In such a case the theory which the student makes his 

own will he more substantially his than If he had been taught that only 

one view was possible, and given no arguments as regards the opposite 

position. If the poorer arguments of the one are compared with the 

stronger of the other{ or the least Important results with the more Im

portant of the one to be chosen, then the text Is no; following a purely 

objective viewpoint, despite the authors claim that his lack of obvious 

preference Is a sign of scientific objectivity. He has not presented a 

one-sided expoundatlon which scoffed at any other views, but rather has 

presented both sides, with mutual objections and arguments, still des

pite his claims we have seen that the text Is not purely objective.

Few texts Indeed are purely one-sided to the absolute exclusion of argu

ments for the contradictory position, however, an even fewer are com

pletely objective, as one Is compelled to be if he follows the positivis

tic concept of the scientific method. Beoause a text or lecture did not 

openly choose one view to another does not mean that It Is objective, 

since the Influence of a text or lecture, as was mentioned before Is 

realized In leaning one way or another, as It were. "The Influence of 

text books Is based more on persistent persuasion than on dognatlc 

affirmation. The readers Impressions are derived from the Juxta position
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of over emphasis and under emphasis, rather than from a specific group 

of categories statements. Authors apply rigid critical standards to evl- 

denes which conflicts with the impressions they attempt to foster, hut 

aooeot almost any evidence which supports the view they favor, Thus is 

a pattern of Impressions developed while maintaining an appearance of 

objectivity, and inpartiality.1

Authors or professors who deny the aforementioned conditions only 

serve to minimize their plaoe in education. Tears of teaohlng exper

ience will he of no avail to him, if he cannot expound on what his 

experience has taught him. He beoomes an expert reader of charts and 

Is able to point out relationships quite proficiently, hut he Is not a 

teacher in the real tense of the word. Education looks to Its profes-- 

sors for more than mere quotations from a text hook. "The art of 

teaohlng Is one of the arts of leadership and as such it is difficult 

to loarn....Wb try at all costs to he "scientific" and this means to he 

empirical, and take the data of experience as £hey come. But too often

this oreates the attitude of the blind follower. 2 mean that there are

too many situations in life that cry out to have meanings and signifi

cances put into them hy the mind that views them in a rational way, 

'’Empiricism" Is the proper Intellectual method for certain types of in

quiry. But sometimes we apply it where it should not be applied and our

moral Judgements aooept what is given or presented with too little orltl♦ *
olsra."£ The scientific method, allowing no other postulates, can bring

lA. A, Hobbs, "The Claims of Sociology", Stockpole Co, Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania.

2Seelye Bixter, "What are Colleges Doing?", Ginn Co.
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nothing to sociology except a lessening of Its effacaolousness, a posi

tion of mediooraoy among fellow sciences, and a consequent falling off of 

students for graduate work. The following points out a further failure 

of suoh a sociology.

There are approximately 113 different titles of subject matter of a 

sociological nature offered by our colleges and universities. These take 

their forms In 5.544 courses offered In 607 schools. However of these, 

the courses entitled "Introductory Sociology", "Marriage and the Family", 

and "Soolal Problems" constitute 29$ of the offered courses.* This shows 

a tremendous preference manifested by the students. There can be little 

question, therefore, that these courses constitute the preponderate Influ

ences to be wellded by the teachers and by the science as a whole on the 

students. Two of these courses, those considered with Marriage and Social 

Problems, are by their very nature subjects demanding ample Interpretation, 

and explanation especially as regards their nature and end. This Is not 

able to be treated If we follow a strictly empirical method In sociology. 

We lose opportunity to pass on most beneflolal Information to the student 

because the Instructors hands are tied, as It were, by a method vhloh Is 

as we have already shown. Inherently contradictory and unable to fulfill 

the essentials of the true definition of science. One can hardly predi

cate value to a oourse In soolal problems which lists columns of statis

tics Informing the student that suoh a problem does exist, and the places 

In which It Is most prevalent t pointing out the percentages of Increases 

and decreases In various years and under different environments, and yet

lStatlstlos taken from, Kenny and Kenny, "Sociology In amerloan Collages", 
Am. Soo, Sv. 7t661-75 (1942)
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not proposing a solution to the problem, whloh was perfectly enumerated 

by the statistics* Sociology must be more than a science of reporters,

hense It is concluded that It loses Its Intrinsic rains when It strict

ly adheres to the empirical method*

f
s



III. A FUflEir PHIWSUIHICAL SOGIGIGGY

After concluding that a purely scientific sociology Is not In any

way the answer to oar problem, we tarn to Its contradictory position.

'We treat now those sociologists who wish to make sociology completely 

oomposed of supra empirical postulates. We mentioned before that both 

of these propositions have valid arguments for their acceptance, but 

with the realisation that error lies In the over emphasis of truth, we 

shall refute this position from two viewpoints.

A. It !§. noj .fo.ftloAofffl.

Every sociologist admits that there Is such a science as social 

philosophy. In asserting this as true, he necessarily makes the distinc

tion between the science of sociology, and the aforementioned study.

Those who advocate the rejection of scientific data to a complete accept- 

unce of philosophical principles, do not form a type of sociology at all
f

but rather a social philosophy.

The easiest grounds upon which to refute this position Is to point 

out the absurdity of denying the validity and especially the utility of

empirical data.

B. H XUUfllMP Knrnl.rl.03A Data*

It Is not a degression to turn our thoughts to a problem which Is 

of a eoonomlo connotation, but still has sociological Implications. The

problem referred to Is the depression of the 1930»s. It Is hoped that In
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7s

pointing out the tremendous value of the empirical data involved, that 

their absolute necessity on the poBt graduate level will be Illustrated. 

During this depression, many attempts at allievat ion were proposed in 

the form of sundry programs. Bost of them were well grounded in princi

ples, but despite the fact that such principles had been observed, the 

situation oould not be improved. The programs had pointed out the abso

lute application of equitable distribution, realization of the common 

good, and other such fine principles! the machinery had been explained,

and yet, the government could not act. It lacked emnlrloal data, and in 

that, was unable to put into effect what principle and program had pointed 

out as necessary. How many were unemployed? Where was the need greatest? 

What type of worker was hit hardest? These and other such questions had 

to be answered in a reasonably accurate manner before any such program 

oould realize the dictates of principles. Today we need not fear such a 

lack of empirical data. W® have accurate testimonies into even such com

paratively minor headings as industrial aooidents, and their causes.

This is a tremendous asset, which serves to make clear the point in ques

tion, that empirical data are useful and necessary in the science of 

sociology.

Another example of the use of empirical data in various programs of 

sociological nature, is the degree Ko which the wage index plan depends

upon them for just compensation. Briefly this plan Is an agreement where-
♦

by the wages of employees rise or fall in accordance with the price index. 

The acoumen of data is imperative to the realization of this program to

the extent of the most minute alteration in the scale of determination.

The aoourateness and thorough care of the workers computing these
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statistics Is a credit to all emplrioal research.

Many claim that a vast majority of social programs would not be put

Into operation without statistics pointing out their necessity. This 

data provides the needed push, as It were, to start a program Into 

motion. Though well founded In principle, a program might well be help

less without statistics testifying In Its favor. They are the wheels

upon which social programs are placed, and which enable them to maneuver 

It Is to be noted here that the only value Judgements made are those

with regard to the choice of one program over another. On this level of 

the soienoe value judgements and principles receive little focus, and 

have little pertinence. It is hoped that the examples stated have point 

ed out the value of empirical data provided by our sociologists in 

research work. Ws have seen the helplessness of programs, though well 

founded In principle, to act until presented scientific data after which 

Is patterned Its application.



I?. PROPOSED P30GBAMS

a. Doctor Fariaai mg.y.fe»

There have been many attempts In the past few decades to arrive

at some definite understanding as regards the Inclusion or exclusion

of empirical data, and supra-emplrloal postulates In the science of 

sociology. Probably the most tenable was that proposed by Dr. Paul 

Furfey. Though It was his object to maintain a purely empirical 

sociology, he was In no sense a positivist, as he did not disregard 

supra-emplrloal postulates and their Importance In sociology. Bather 

than deny particular phases of tS, .^lenoa, his plan was by way of addi

tion. He coined the term "metasoolology", and though the Idea of suoh a 

science Is not original with him, he Is the first to bring It to such a 

program. Metasoolology Is to be a Balance completely separate from 

sociology In Its scope and method, but It Is to serve as a sort of auxl-
t

llary to which the sociologist resolves for his principles and value 

judgements. "It determines for sociology, criteria of scientific quality 

and criteria of relevance together with their practical application."1 

Dootor Furfey would determine by this solenoe the nature of the particular

phenomena, and whether It Is scientific and pertinent to a degree worthy 

of the eolenoe of sociology. However he also falls to make the dlstlno-

J-Paul Furfey, "Method and Scope of Sociology", Harper Bros., Hew York 
page 8.
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tlon between the graduate work of sociological research, to which his 

program would most properly apply, and the other phases of the solenoe.

It Is not necessary nor apropos to present here an exhaustive tretise of

this theory, though it might merit a scholarly Investigation. It is for 

us here to mention it briefly In Its most pertinent phases. This science 

Is called upon to furnish sociology with the necessary principles for 

attaining Its end. It furnishes the methodalogioal presuppositions used 

in sociological research, constructing sociological systems, and criti

cising such research and systems after they have been founded. However

when we apply it to the problem in sociology as we understand it, is of

little availislnoe no distinction is made between the various levels of

the science, and though it might well apply perfectly to the graduate 

level, to say that a supplementary science is necessary in Introductory 

oourses is leaving all practicability behind. At such a level we arc

not faced with the problem of criteria for research, since we arc In no

way connected with such a program. However the etymology of the word
A*

metasociology gives us some Indication that the program proposed herein
/

has some basis in this system, and that the author of the same will be 

In agreement with it, at least to the extent of the necessity of some 

principles being Included in sociology. The prefix "meta” is used in

many ways, but gives the connotation of the word following as being
♦

above or beyond something. Hence, we say metasooiology transcends or

goes beyond sociology, and in saying so we can logically predicate to 

the originator of the term, a realization of the superiority of abstrac

tion, and the necessity of principles in sociology. This plan, because



it places the two aspects of sociology in different retrospect will find 

some degree of merit in most everyones opinion. However, the Impraoti- 

bility of it on the introductory level presents a valid objection, as 

we mentioned. As statistics point oot,^ most teachers are equipped 

with only few hours in the soience of sociology. It Is hardly reason** 

able to assume they will be exposed an entirely separate science for 

even the same amount of hours, plus their sociological studies. To 

have any degree of efficiency, the student of suoh a program must be

exposed to both sciences in order to peroeive the relationship between

the two, and act accordingly. A program suoh as this, which is appli

cable to such a great degree to the higher forms of the soience, will

meet with more opposition from positivistic quarters than one which has

Its most influence in introductory courses, as will that to be proposed 

herein. It is our contention that the basic sociology taught in our 

schools must form a foundation upon whloh the scientific, empirical 

data can be built into well rounded programs* The principles which 

form this foundation, and the fact that most all of them are acceptable
t

to everyone since they flow from right reason, will be treated in the 

last section of this paper, for now It will suffice to say that the 

shortcomings of the system proposed by Doctor Purfey, rather than nul

lify it, make It even more necessary on the post-graduate level since 

separation of principle and data on that level is one of the compon

ents of the program we put in its place. Other variations have been 

Introduced but none in the form of a program acceptable by all

^Section entitled "Introductory Courses", present work.
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soolologloal olroles. All fall to posess the essential constituents

which would enable us to fashion the sociology to be taught to the so-

otologists of tomorrow after them, "...sociologists have not suceeded 

In reaohlng any measure of agreement on the matter.”! (of Including 

supra-emplrloal postulates In sociology). This lack of agreement Is 

both as regards their Inclusion, and If so, the degree to which they 

are to be Incorporated as a part of the science. As regards the method 

of utilizing them some have chosen a simple, but Impractical means of 

providing future sociologists with proper principles, and yet keeping 

the science for the most part empirical. It Is the contention of

those that philosophy and theology courses should be made prerequisites 

for sociology. However, they continue, no specific reference Is to be 

made to them In the soolologloal courses, since It would be stepping

away from the scientific method to do so. It Is hoped that the student

will carry his knowledge of the one to the other, and apply In accord

ingly. The foot remains that while such courses are not listed asJ*
prerequisites for sociology, they are taught In most every Catholic 

school. However, the students still are very much Impressed by their 

absence, and tend to assume that they are to be left aside In their 

soolologloal endeavors. This has been proven In the experience of 

many professors who find that after the students have been exposed to 

such conditions, and enter the field of sociology which makes absol

utely no mention of abstractions, they find It hard to Include some

!paul Pur fey, ”The Scope and Method of Sociology”, Harper Bros.
Hew York. (See especially section entitled "Emplrloal Sociology In 
America”, page 35 ff).
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thing as sociological which 1b not strictly scientific. It is often 

the case that the assurance with which they are able to investigate with

the scientific method, makes them lock upon the more general nature of

abstractions as less perfect, in the order of knowledge.



7. THE CATHOLIC PuSITIUl

Olroumnraiioatt make It Imperative to mention the place held by

Catholic sociologists as regards the aforementioned oontroversey• It

Is well to note that while they vary to some degree on unessentlals,

their position will conform In general to the system that this paper 

holds to be tree* We shall use the term scholasticism as meaning the

middle path between the two extremes when we say that their position Is

of a scholastic nature* Catholics by their religious beliefs have a 

very definite view of man In society. The positivist objects saying

that this will not allow him to be empirical slnoe he Is not able to be 

strictly objective. However, It Is easily pointed out that everyone has

a definite view of the same subjects, and the Catholic Is hampered no

more by his beliefs than anyone else Is by the things he holds as true. 

Catholics do not differ In that they have such a view but In that Its 

content Is different. To what extent. If any Is this affecting their 

sociology? It Is folly to deny any Influence as much as It Ls to say 

that the sociology of a catholic Is completely, and In all respects, a 

running over, as It were, of his religious doctrines. The answer ls not

as evasive as It may seem, since the nature of such a philosophy put 

Into sociology will be Illustrated. Catholics, as It has been stated, 

are noted for taking the general path between the two extreme forms of
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sociology. As to the one extreme they not only acquiesce In the use of 

emplrloal data, bat put forward arguments for Its tremendous value, 

however at the same time they posit the necessity of some criteria for 

▼aloe judgements. The problem of supra-emplrieal postulates and their 

Inclusion in sociology is met In various ways by Catholic sociologists. 

Many openly inculcate philosophical and even theological principles as 

a part of their sociology, doing so on the grounds that since a purely 

empirical science is Impossible, they are necessary if the sociologist 

is to enjoy, "a certain autonoiqy in reaching hie conclusions, for the 

validity of his findings cannot be tested from the normative point of 

view,"*

To oonolude, the Catholic sociologist. In general, differs from * 

other sociologists in that he realizes the great Importance of the 

scientific system, and emplrloal data, however he does not make It the 

ultimate. In view of this he does not base his whole theory on a posi

tivistic basis alone, but integrates his work with certain well based 

principles which are the foundation for his sooial philosophy. He 

therefore, Is not bound to refer to statistics alone In hie Interpreta

tion of social conditions and programs, but in the light of reason, he 

follows the dictates of the natural law, and as a result reaches conclu

sions which are not a mere enumeration, but rather a tenable medium 

between "what Is , and what ought to be’’.1

IjB. 3. Mulvaney, "The Place of Empirical Sociology", quoted In "The
Method and Scope of Sociology" - page 49, cf footnote.

2"The Introductory Course In Sociology", 2m. Oath. Soc, dev.
Feb. 1941.



VI. A SoUJTlOK

This tret Isa has been, thusfar, to a great degree negative In Its 
approach. That Is, we have mentioned and reflated the positions which 
oontradiot the form of sociology which we refer to as the most perfect 
form. We have referred to this program only In generalizations, and 
have posited no particular notions of this entity. From our objections 
to the theories stated thus far, flows the necessity of our stating In 
a particular way just what is the most perfect form of sociology. The 
following paragraphs will point out the sociology to which we have re

ferred. In every Instance possible, we will be specific rather than 
general, and constructive rather than critical. We shall formulate the 
program In what might seem to be the reverse order. That is, we will 
begin with the higher levels of the science, and proceed to the more

J*
fundamental forms, in particular to Introductory courses. This is done

/

beoause It is necessary to have a full appreciation of the higher levels 
of the science In order to see the program we propose for the lower 
levels In the correct retrospect.

It Is important to note that such a Bmall amount of space allotted 
the higher levels of the science because both the validity and utility of 
the constituents of these phases of sociology have been treated at length 
In former paragraphs,1 The Important thing Is to realize the connection

Ipage present work.
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between the information given in these paragraphs in the light of the

part which they play in forming the science of sociology proposed herein.

B. Aesearch Wort.

As was proven quite vividly in previous arguments, empirical data 

is most useful in the formulation of sociological programs. Indeed, In 

many cases it is a "sine qua non" of sociological progress. We have 

pointed out that on the post graduate, or research level of sociology, as 

we have understood the divisions of the science, strict objectivity must 

be observed In the interpretation of the statistics which have been com

piled. We will go so far as to posit that the effectiveness of this data 

can he greatly iraparcd by the postulations of supra empirical principles.

of oourse we do this with the realization that it would be disastrous to

do so on a different level of the science. The point we wlBh to make 

then is that on the highest level of sociology, the scientific method 

alone is effaoacious. This fact makes the importance of the principles

to be learned In the lower levels of the science most vivid. It serves

to further point out the importance of making the distinction between

the three levels of the science, and in that points out the truth in 

such a system as it is proposed In this paper. Besides pointing out the 

necessity of gaining principles on the lower levels of science, it illus

trates the degree to whioh the value of emplrloal data is enhanced as

the science becomes more and more particular in nature.

0. Formation of Programs.

The next phase of sociology which we shall investigate in order to 

determine the degree to whioh data and principle constitute Its make-up 

is the graduate level. It is on this level that the programs, about
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which we spoke, are formulated and perfected. These formulas of one 

kind or another are a fine example of the possibility of combining prin

ciple and empirical data; supra-empirioal postulates with program. A 

program is faced with a test in the form of some particular malfunction 

of society. A solution must be efficacious, universal, and possible.

It Is of paramount Importance that the program be based on principles 

which admit no, or few exceptions, since many failures on its part to 

apply to.one situation or another would frustrate the whole attempt.

Let us assvaae the principles are accepted, and the faot of their being 

the means, as it were, to the end, sanctioned by all. Of what avail 

are they alone? We might expound endlessly that equitable distribution 

is called for by the natural law, but if we propose no scientific pro-, 

gram by which the demands of this principle may be realised, then we 

will do so In vain. It is the formulation of such a program, always 

with a particular principle or group of principles as a motive or guide 

after which the platform might be conditioned, that evidences the im

portance of empirical data and scientific testimony. Definite steps 

must be taken if the implications of a principle are to be realized, 

but this step cannot be taken until statistics testify on its behalf, 

as regards previous attempts, the expected reactions, and countless 

other most important aspects which must receive consideration. The ex- 

aaples illustrating the veracity of such notion easily prove in an 

empirical way that such a program will succeed. It is clear that on 

this level of the science of sociology it is necessary to have empiri

cal data, and to follow scientific methods, but equally as Important 

to have the program to which they refer soundly based in principle.
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une begets the need of the other. Together they are able to realize a 

oo&Bsoa goal. Alone they form either a useless repetition of conditions 

which "should be", or mountains of empirical data which point out In

detail "what Is". If based on false principle, their program might 

make a given situation worse. It is on this level of the science that 

we see the great need of a soundly based social philosophy, which rea

lises the Importance of aoourate scientific material. This middle pos

ition, as It were, between post-graduate work, and the Introductory 

courses serves to point out how each of the other levels of the science 

are combined for the must efficacious means to an end. The possibility

of a similar medium as regards the scope and method of the science of

sociology must be admitted.

gfes. fetgqdHSMra

Before we explain the part of principles and scientific data on 

the Introductory level of the soience of sociology, it Is necessary that

we aooent Its Importance, and refute those who deny that Introductory 

courses play an effective or even mentionable part In the formation of

the most perfect form of sociology.

Some will deny the importance of this distinction since they pre

dicate little value to Introductory courses In the sclenoe of sociology. 

It will not be attempted herein, to discuss the relative merits of the

various levels of the soience, but only to point out what influence Is 

wielded by the courses on that level, that Is, Introductory courses.

Introductory courses In all subjects serve the same purpose. They 

acquaint the student with terms and definitions and provide him with a
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dim, but rather easily explained attitude toward the science. Its method

and scope. It Is In these first few courses that a student Is Impressed 

with notions which profoundly Influence any further study he may make In 

the field. In early sociology courses he must be exposed to the science 

co as to grasp Its end and means In a true light. To be taught the val- 

laity of either extreme we spoke of previously, would be to dedicate hie 

future In sociology to positivism or Boclal philosophy. A student ex

posed to a course dealing exclusively with what "ought to be” to the 

exclusion of "what le”, might easily assume this solance to be oomposed 

only of pseudo-religious doctrines, on the level of man in society, after 

which he might formulate principles and theories which have no basis other

than personal experience and religions belief. To go on for graduate • 

work steeped In this belief could lead only to rebuttal by most fellow 

sociologists, on the other hand, those who leave their Introductory 

courses exposed only to columns of statistics, enumerations of cases, 

and comparative objective analysis to go on for farther study in work 

which will become mors and more concrete and empirical in nature, becomes 

the positivists which are legion In the field today. Bow It Is not to be 

contended that one or all of the Introductory courses In sociology com

pletely determine a mans* attitude toward this or any other science, or
(

that the Initial Impression cannot be changed, but what 1b forwarded Is 

the amaslng continuity of doctrine seen in the works of the sociologists 

of today, that Is whether they are extreme in either regard, and the

nature of the sociology to which they were first exposed.

There are those who deny the Importance or Influence of Introduc

tory courses in sociology on the groundB that everyone agrees on the
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fundamental concepts. lividentally those who are of this opinion have

done little research Into the trustworthiness of their position. Un

doubtedly the best means of ascertaining what principles are being 

taught in our introductory courses, Is to look Into the texts from which 

they are Instructed. In analyzing these texts we will give special not

ice to the principles stated either explloltely or Impllcltely therein. 

Rot only will this serve to point out the lack of conformity as regards 

the fundamentals of sociology, but by making note of the rammlfloatlons 

of the definitions and Implications proposed, one finds an even more 

substantial need for a definite program wherein the fundamental philos

ophical tools for the strictly empirical phases of the science might be

taught*

To point out the direct contradiction In some of these principles, 

the following are quotations from various text books used in introduc

tory courses quite extensively, at one time or another. "Man Is not 

naturally a social animal",1 perverts the science of sociology Itself 

and Is certainly a good example to show that all sociologists do not 

agree on fundamental concepts when it Is plaoed next to this quotation
f

tTvt& another text, "Society Is natural to man."2

As regards the inclusion of principles and supra empirical postu

lates, one text would teach "...it would be wise to devote a large part

of the time available...to a careful study of the nature and laws of
♦

human society....Sociology Is a study of universal and fundamental phen

omena of Societies.To disagree with the generalities permitted by

lUealey and Ward, "Introductory Sociology", Macmillan Co. R. Y., page 1. 
2Preher and Calvey, ’’Sociology", Saunders and Co. Phil., page 5. 
biddings, "Inductive Sociology," Macmillan Co. K. Y. , Introduction.
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this author, another Insists that he Is aiming at "the presentation of 

an introductory study of society as It reveals Itself to empirical In

vestigation."1 These contradictions point out the absurdity of defend

ing a position which denies the Importance of Introductory courses In 

sociology on the grounds that they are unnecessary since all agree on 

the fundamental concepts and applicable postulates.

Another set of foots which bear out the Importance of early courses 

In sociology Is that so many teachers are equipped only with the Intro

ductory courses they have taken when they are called on to teach the 

subject In one form or another. Since introductory courses always re

quire a great deal of "teaching" on the part of the instructor, he will 

naturally pass on tu the students that particular aspect of the science 

lncalcated by him In his embryo exposure to sociology. This, of course, 

is most often the case on a high sohool level. "Only two percent of the 

sociology teachers In Illinois high schools majored In sociology, and

two out of three of them have less than ten semester hours of training 

In the subject."2 The sociology that Is taught In our high schools, for 

the most part, therefore, Is the sociology that Is learned In Introduc

tory courses, Who will deny that high schools have a tremendous Influ

ence In formulating concepts, which though they are premature, remain 

with the student quite vividly?

The above and many other arguments point out the feslblllty of the 

position we hold both from the underlying principles which govern the

lTlmasoheff and Faoey, "Sociology", Bruce Co., Phil,, page XX.
2J. T. Landis, "The Sociology Clrrtoulum & Teaoher Training", Amer, Soc. 
dev, Nov. 1947.
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3ubject, and iron the practicability of Its programs.

*• -iiaaini^s £oaL p^Xaift laai sL
<e have seen that while sociology Is a combination of the two

sources of sociological data* the aooent of each varies with the levels 

of the science, according as It Is ffiure profitable for attaining the end 

In view. (It Is to be understood that we do not deny, bat rather assume 

the validity of four sources of knowledge, and acknowledge that their 

testimony Is incorporated into sociology under the two headings we use. 

Soienoe and experience under the heading of empirical data, and theology 

and philosophy under the heading of supra-empirloal postulates.) One 

used empirical data exclusively, and the other Is a combination of the 

two. The last phase of the science is also in turn different, in that it 

accents the remaining sociological constituent, the supra-empirleal pos

tulates, Xt must furnish the basis upon which the more particular, 

strictly scientific, levels can be built. To do this a definite view of 

man in society with special reference to his Ultimate hnd must be taken.
J*

As a result of this,certain principles are imperative.

We shall posit a fundamental principle which is the most Important

to be stated because of its wide rammlflent ions in the formulation of

other principles which we shall incorporate. This concerns the origin 

of man. It is known that many scientists, sociologists included, have 

been influenced by the Darwinian concept of the origin of life, father 

than prove, they assume that everything in the world, which includes 

man, has evolved, and that the evolution of man was not physical alone. 

His Intellect is merely a highly perfected machine far ahead of the rest 

of evolution. The Implications of this hypothesis are far-reaching. In



fact ws will assume with a rejection of this hypothesis that the conclu

sions which may be drawn from it are also disproved and are not to be 

held. Those implications include, that man is his own master; there is 

no Sod, hense no ultimates; nor a norm of right and wrong outside of 

that of the Pragmatlo, and many others, all equally false. This theory 

cannot be fully treated, or even logioally disproved in this naper since 

it would be a degression to do so, however the fact that its contradic

tory conclusion forms the more perfeot form of society can be considered 

a rebuttal of this position.

The first fundamental postulate to which basic sociology must re- 

vert Is the origln,nature and destiny of man. (This may be conditioned 

with the hypothesis stating that natural evolution is possible, but it <- 

may not deny a soul was Infused by God during the process.) This fact 

acknowledges the existence of an omnipotent Being, to which all criteria

must be referred. This soul which was Infused into man by God destines 

him for a Supernatural end, giving him an intrinsic dignity which places 

him above other non-ratlonal animals. The social implications of this

one basic truth are so tremendous that even i&s© it is carried to the

extent of mystic experience, new raaanlf loations, rather than an explan

ation are found. From this one truth, and its logloal antecedents, 

almost perfect science of sociology might be formed. However, the limit

at Ions of human nature necessitate that other Important truths be pro-♦
posed as a form of insurance against misinterpretation. >'e do note, 

in passing, that correct logic with the natural law, will lead to these 

same postulates if the aforementioned principle is admitted. To
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•numerate the mure obvious; man, because his Intrinsic) dignity demands 

that It be so, has certain rights which flow from his nature. These are

different from positive rights, which have their basis in government or

the state. They are Inalienable rights which flow from his nature al

though their possibility of realisation Is conditioned by circumstances.

Society and sociology must be formed In view of these notions. Because 

these rights flow from the nature of man, they are universal to mankind,

and hense the obligation on the part of all men to respect these rights. 

These rights have an Infinite number of inferences, the more Important 

being; man has a right to life; to liberty; to truth; to hold property; 

and to live a reasonable life in an environment worthy of his Intrinsic 

dignity. These are a few of the implications of the basic principles ' 

to be Incorporated with a respect for the scientific system In the 

Introductory courses of sociology. The sociological doctrines which may 

be formed on only one of them would take volumes to cover adequately.

For example. It follows from the first, the right to life, that murder, 

abortion, suicide, etc., are morally wrong. To treat one of these at 

length would be a degression. It Is evident that other sociological 

principles which should receive expllolte mention In sociology courses

of introductory nature are lraplloltely contained In the foregoing postu

lates. Fo;? example, those dealing with Justice and Charity, The Family, 

Communism, Industry, Qovernment, and many others. It is these fundament

al truths which will enable the sociologist to out to best use the

tremendous capabilities of the scientific method and empirical data. 

However, In expounding the truths contained In these. It Is to be
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graphically pointed oat that sociology 1b not completely composed of such 

postulates* and that such a science Is not a sociology* hut a social 

philosophy. The student le to be Impressed with the absolute necessity 

of subordinating programs formulated on empirical data to these princi

ples, and their Implications* as dictated by right reason. It should be 

made evident to them that the higher forms of the science make no mention 

of such principles and postulates, but rather govern their scientific 

procedure accordingly. Every available emplrloal testimony to Illustrate 

principle Is to be put to use la Introductory courses, thus giving the 

student the proper retrospect In regard to the degree of Inclusion of 

emplrloal data, and supra-emplrloal postulates, which varies with the 

different levels of the science of sociology. Thus Is composed the most 

perfeot form of sociology.

finis

JUDO
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